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Nothing on this planet will
get as much of a negative reaction from women
like a strange man saying
“Hey, how are you?” this of
course is depending on the
place you met.

My oh! My oh! To say we
have one hell of a year
would be the understatement of the century. No
scratch that, it is the understatement of the millennium.

During this Covid19 pan- The Corona virus pandemic
demic, one of the shad- has had an impact on evow pandemics that have ery sector of our daily lives.
emerged is xenophobia
and a growing hostility towards foreigners

Online dating Yay
or Nay

Dunia simama
nishuke

Fear of the foreign

18

Quarantine take
away

Tragedy and comedy are but two aspects of
what is real, and whether we see the tragic or
the humorous is a matter of perspectivè -Arnold
Beisser. This particular quote really hit me hard
as I reflected about my COVID -19 EXPERIENCE
and dreaded my POST COVID 19 EXPERIENCE.
In my mind all I could keep asking myself is “what
really follows suffering isn’t it more suffering?”
Forgetting: Life always offers one a second
chance to have a slightly less sucky day
called –tomorrow.
Don’t get me wrong, seeing the positive while in
a bad situation isn’t really something that comes
naturally to us given our human disposition.
COVID 19 has really put things into perspective
because it has not only exposed our personal vulnerabilities but also our economies vulnerabilities.
So the question becomes, where really do we go
from here?
Well…here is how I see it: we all have 2 options
–one can either choose to use the pandemic
as the excuse that hindered their progress, no
judgements here! Or one could choose to rise
above the pandemic by using this time to better
themselves through either bettering onès craft or
relationships. You could also decide to take time
to reflect on the items that have been weighing
you down and making action plans to sought
them out because if you haven’t yet noticed the
one thing this pandemic has given an individual is
TIME!
So take heart dear youngin’, the only way from here is up, “pandemic perks”.
Hope this issue brings you hope, laughter and some form of urgency to put your affairs in order
ready for Post –Covid season, because it will take ALL of us to push through! May the hope of better
tomorrows keep you motivated and re-energized on those days you can’t help but feel out of it
because this feeling creeps up on everyone, even the very best of us.
Hope you enjoy the read!
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By Ethel Valerie

Dating is in itself difficult and hard to navigate. On a
good day while trying your luck online, it’s just as soul
crushing as regular dating can be. Let me mention a
few reasons whyCat fishing- cat fishing is real people! The comfort of
knowing that you’re the only one who knows
what you look like gives people ideas, makes people
think that they can download pictures of other
people off the internet
and simply send them to
you.
• “Shameless” crew – these
are a group that need no introduction, they are the mostly perverts who linger online and start by asking to see your “assets” and while not all
men do this, just a badly behaved lot,
there’s always the multiple white, black
(just all of them) who have the habit of
not asking but just sending you
lewd pictures and demand an
exchange or worse, ask if you
like what you saw (gross)
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YAY or NAY

Shallowness galore – the internet gives people false
security of thinking they can get away with virtually
anything, they say to you things they never could say to
you in real life, so you meet the critics who will only talk
to you after a head to toes photo so that they can
decide whether or not to be good to you, what
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a shame! These are the same men who out there act
all chivalrous and nice but online they become more
shallow than a puddle of spit.
• Thè cavities̀ crew: there is a slew of these young
boys and girls online looking for this and unless you
also want this, I suggest you steer clear, am looking at
you 20somethings sliding into a grown woman’s DM
with the “I’ve always liked older women” tales. Unless
expressly said, no one wants a sugar baby, not in this
economy.
I’ve pointed out just a fraction of what awaits you in
the digital love scene but if this still doesn’t discourage
you, there’s always ways to make online dating work
for you. • Meet in credible dating sites: am looking
at you people who meet on comment threads and
DM sliders. This is a risky way of meeting anyone, but
doǹt take it from my experience • Be transparent and
deliberate: don’t be: you cannot show up online with a
half-baked profile and when you meet sketchy people

you act confused, look at it this way, “would I talk to
someone with a profile like mine?” If your answer is no,
then you know the caliber of men/women your profile
is attracting. Be deliberate, you have just one chance
at first impression and if you mess that up, then you’ll
attract people you don’t want, write what you’re looking for and what you don’t want in your profile so that
it will be known and honored. • Age is not just a number: if what I have said before doesn’t already upset
you, this will, sorry in advance. A lot (not all) of younger
men are the same online as they are out there, they
will not change because they are online, most (not all)
are not looking to settle down and just want to hook
up( *cough*Tinder*cough* cough*) . If you’re on a legit
site, they have a beginning age and an age you want
nothing to do with, my advice (might be imperfect) 5
years older than your age when you open the app
and the maximum is up to you.

HOW TO NAVIGATE THE MURKY
WATER OF ONLINE DATING
I’ve pointed out just a fraction of what awaits you in the digital love
scene but if this still doesn’t discourage you, there’s always ways to
make online dating work for you.
• Meet in credible dating sites: am looking at you people who meet
on comment threads and DM sliders. This is a risky way of meeting
anyone, sure online dating is risky , but this is not something I would
encourage.
• Be transparent and deliberate: sketchy is a sketchy does, you cannot
show up online with a half-baked profile and when you meet sketchy
people you act confused, look at it this way, “would I talk to someone
with a profile like mine?” If your answer is no, then you know the caliber of men your profile is attracting. Be deliberate, you have just one
chance at first impression and if you mess that up, then you’ll attract
people you don’t want, write what you’re looking for and what you
don’t want in your profile so that it will be known and honored.
• Age is not just a number: if what I have said before doesn’t already
upset you, this will, sorry in advance. A lot (not all) of younger men are
the same online as they are out there, they will not change because
they are online, most (not all) are not looking to settle down and just
want to hook up( *cough*Tinder*cough* cough*) . If you’re on a legit
site, they have a beginning age and an age you want nothing to do
with, my advice (might be imperfect) 5 years older than your age
when you open the app and the maximum is up to you.
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“DUNIA ISIMAME
NISHUKE PLEASE,”

Can you Relate?

BY EDWIN NDWIGA

M

y oh! My oh! To say we have
one hell of a year would be the
understatement of the century.
No scratch that, it is the understatement
of the millennium. I mean so much has
happened within a short time. I mean “si
ata wangeskuma vitu zingine to the next
year bana nkt!” We need to breathe and
that is on periodttt! Let us do some recap
shall we? There was the loss of an iconic
NBA player Kobe Bryant RIP. You will be
missed. There was also the potential third
world war that was simmering between
USA and Iran that had the entire world
thinking of picking sides. Thank God that
didn’t go through and then the pandemic
struck rubbing salt to injury. “CORONA
VIRUS! CORONA VIRUS! CORONA VIRUS!” is the voice in my head that keeps
on replaying whenever I go to touch any
surface hahahaha! Be it a door handle,
a table, pushing elevator buttons. Whom
am I kidding I haven’t used one of those
in a minute but you get my point. Can
we just skip to the end of this please Ms
RONA?
The global pandemic has brought with
it so many cons than pros and affected
all of us in one way or another. Where
do I even begin? Chesos! It came with
it the fear that the virus is deadly and
that anyone infected had a death sentence around their necks. Stigmatization
became the new norm with everyone
fearing everyone because they didn’t
know who was infected. As the disease
started having its roots, the economy
begun to fall on its knees. People had to
be laid of from work because employers
didn’t have the means to pay them. So
many sectors were brought to a mere
stand still. The ripple effect being people
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wouldn’t have an income source to
feed their families and means to pay
rent. The government trying to keep
its citizens’ safe imposed a nationwide curfew that saw police brutality
take a turn for its worst. Those found
infringing the curfew were beaten
to a pulp with some losing their lives.
No action yet to be taken on those
police officers who killed the citizens
they were supposed to protect. With
the working from home and stay at
home mantra families were spending
more time together. However, this
was not the case. There has been a
surge of domestic violence in homes,
rape cases increasing and also an
increase in teenage pregnancies. All
these being done by the people we
love and care us. This is SICKENING!
This has brought about psychological
trauma to the victims. At this point
“Dunia isimame nishuke please…
thenkss. Digehota!”
With all this going on, there have
been some upsides to this pandemic.
Families have begun to spend time
together and get to know more
about each other building on parent
child relationship. Families have even
begun doing fun activities together like exercising, going for nature
walks, playing games etc. working
from home has reduced the cost of
living by cutting down on transport
and instead you get to work at the
comfort of your home. People have
begun picking up new hobbies and
activities as they adapt to change.
Talk of making lemonade from lemons haha!! Last but not least it is safe
to say that there have been reduced
numbers of incidences where “watu
wanakula” fare because of the curfew and stay at home shenanigans.
To bad they can’t gerrit.!
With all that has happened so far
what else could go wrong? Giant
chickens taking over the world? Alien
invasion?
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War on Ideas

We discuss the peaks and pits of life as youngins

Doing this
thing life
called life
together

Worth BINGE
watching

Joanne Ndwiga Jackie

2020 thank you next!!!!!
Jays Bubble. Like, Share and Subscribe
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By 16Jabari

1. Which high school did you attend? Muranga high
and later Dagoretti High school.
2. Your content on tik tok has a focus on school life i.e
comparing public and private school, why this particular
angle? I find the differences between the two funny
3. Do you laugh at your own videos? Yes, they come as
funny thoughts, which I later change to video form.
4. If you were to act out your character in school, how
would that play out? I would be the quiet student who
sits at the back of the classroom.
5. What grade did you get in high school? B+
6. How is your creative process like? There are times I
post the thoughts that come to mind and other times I
write them (my thoughts) down to do later.
7. How do you handle criticism when you
post a video? Everyone has an
opinion and I am fine with that.
8. How do you know how people from private school (group
of schools) act? Some of them
have YouTube channels
9. Do you think you will venture into
other content ideas? If so what? Yes,
daily life situations
10. Are you an Introvert, extrovert or
ambivert? Introvert
11. What are the first three things you
would do if you won the lottery? Buy a
house, then a car, the rest I invest.
12. What would you say is your
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With Mark Mwangi
hidden talent? Turning hard situations into comedy

13. What is something that people do not know about
you? I am not in school
14. What is something about you that you hope never
changes? My kindness
15. What would you say has been a blessing in disguise
during this pandemic? I have learnt what the most important things in my life are.
16. What fear would you like to overcome? Social anxiety
17.

What is something that you have been
ridiculed for that you have come to
love and accept? My silly nature
18. What would you say has been
your greatest achievement? When I
discovered I was funny
19. Most embarrassing
moment of your life? I
once lost my bus fare
and the stranger sitting
next to me paid for me
20. Anything that
you would like to tell
other content creators
perhaps someone who
is starting out? Do
what you love
or just keep on
posting until you
find it.
21. Parting shot? Live a life you will
remember

”
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The

FEAR
of foreign

By Brenda Mumbi

D

uring this Covid19 pandemic, one of the shadow
pandemics that have emerged is xenophobia
and a growing hostility towards foreigners. Xenophobia is defined as a dislike or an attitude of dislike
towards foreigners. I am a Kenyan student living in South
Africa and I will admit I fear facing xenophobia. I am
privileged enough to be spared the experience however
I am surrounded by people who face xenophobia and
hostility because they are foreigners like me.
This anti-foreigner rhetoric started with the likes of
Donald Trump and is being echoed in countries such
as China and South Africa. In China they are denying
black people entry into public spaces and even forcefully
evicting them from their homes. This is because Chinese
have this misguided belief that Africans or black people
are the cause for the Covid19 pandemic. I was shocked
at this because, didn’t this pandemic originate in China?
Authorities in China are said to be complicit and are
taking no action to protect the foreigners facing this discrimination. Therefore, the matter has fallen in the hands
of the incapable officials within the respective Foreign
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Affairs Ministry to try and protect their citizens living in
China. This is honestly a shame and a violation of fundamental human rights. It is interesting to note that the US
government tried to prevent foreign students from being
granted study permits if their universities are having their
classes online. Thankfully, this decision was retracted after
public uproar on the matter and threatened court action
by institutions such as Harvard. However, this represents
the attitude that the US has towards foreigners.
The situation in South Africa is different. Here the citizens
want jobs to prioritise hiring citizens instead of foreigners.
I have my own opinions on this matter that I will not share
here. However, I believe that it is wrong that many on
social media refer to foreigners using derogatory names.
I commend the immigration authorities because I have
not seen discrimination embedded in state institutions the
way it is in China. The lockdown because of the Covid19
has meant many foreigners are unable to travel back
home and their Visas have expired. However, the South
African government has extended a grace period to
them until immigration officials are able to open and
resume processing applications.

#covid19
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Mental Health

Is as important as
Physical Health
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Joanne: sources who were close to you during your
past say that you were very generous in high school,
always giving and especially to the students who were on
scholarship, what say you?
Saumu: (Laughs) Oh yes, I would lie to my dad so that
I could get more shopping, this way I was in a position to
share with the ones who did not have.

Saumu
Mbuvi

By Joanne Waeni & Ethel Valerie
An enigma, the girl behind the
big surname and a jack of many
trades, Meet Saumu Mbuvi who in
her own humble words says, “The
only language I understand is Humanity”. Her magnanimity has seen
hundreds of people receive food;
sanitary towels, grooming materials
among others and her candor and
absolute earnestness as she talks
about it is refreshing . Her most
recent project (which is soon to
launch) will see Kenyans and especially those in the hotel industry get
paid for their dues.
A woman of many hats, she’s a
philanthropist, a business woman
and a mother of two, a good one
I might add, judging from how well
behaved her first-born daughter
was throughout our interview. She
had a sit down with Joanne Waeni
and broke down the woman behind the success, fame and philanthropy.

12
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Joanne: When you mention business, what is it exactly
that you do?
Saumu: I run a real estate company called Ezdan Real
Estate Company. This is my primary business.
Joanne: Would you encourage more young people to get
into real estate, seems to be working for you?
Saumu: Yes, Real estate is about the skill of selling, nowadays it is not about what you studied in school. It is about
what skills you got and how that can work for you. Use your
skills to your advantage.
Joanne: motherhood can early to you; as soon as graduation for you ,tell us about your experience as a mother?
Saumu: Laughs, I was pregnant during my graduation. I
did not want to tell people about it. I had a perception that
after school I would get married and live hapilly ever after.
I had mapped out this plan in my head about when I would
get married and the life that I would be living and with
whom I would be living it with, I was young and stupidly
in love. However, being a mom has changed me. It is like
having a best friend, my priorities changed. I love being a
mom.
Joanne: Most people go through the stupid in love
phase , differently I might add ,what was your phase like?
Saumu: I have a phd in this subject (she says laughing).
My advice. Please do not rush it. Take your time and get
to know your partner. Listen and hear why they broke up
with their previous partner. Listen to what people say about
them, collect this information and keep at the back of your
mind. Be in love but use your mind.
Joanne: What did healing teach you about yourself and
what nuggets of wisdom can you share from it?
Saumu: I realized that I have a problem of being attached to the wrong people, I love people too much and at
times; I now appreciate all the difficulties. I have learnt from
your mistakes and I moved forward. Guess what? At the
right time, the universe will send you the right person. I thank
God that I am in the right space right now and I am happily
settled.
Joanne: About your philanthropic efforts,Why not start
your own foundation and run with it.
Saumu: I feel like its too much red tape to go through to
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help out, I am of the opinion, If you want to help go and
do it. When an opportunity arises and I am in a position
to help. I join in, it does not matter who has started it.
The Pads for the girls drive was not my initiative but I
helped fundraise, I contributed and they went
and helped girls who needed the pads .Any
small act of kindness really matters in this
world. It makes the world a better place. If
we believed in humanity, this world
would have been a better place.
Joanne: How did being a
leader in university change
you? Many people are
of the opinion that you
help because you want
to run for political office.
What are your thoughts
on this?
Saumu: I do not want
to run for a seat. When
I was in school, I wanted to but I
am not interested anymore. I just
want to run my business and help
as many people as I can better
their lives. I am a genuine person.
Joanne: You mentioned that
you have to be careful about the
people who you let around you,
what do you use as a tell as far as
people’s intentions are concerned
? Look at how they treat the people
around them, including the domestic
staff. If they undermine people watch
out. I love how my husband to be
treats his staff. He does not go
showing people all the things that
he does; he does things with the
best of intentions.
As a side note Saumu
shared with us about her
love life
Saumu: If you
want to be
happy,
marry
your
best-
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friend. A best friend is someone you can be married to
for years and not get bored and that is what I have. We
have daddy’s Sunday where he trearts us on Sunday. If
you are not a happy mother, your children will notice. So
be with people who will make you happy.
Joanne: What mis-conception about you
would you like to clear up?
Saumu: That I am a rich spoilt girl. I am
not. I wake up and work hard just like
everyone else. People think I have my
father’s money. I do not. I want to be my
own woman. I want people to see me
as Mama Sasha, a working mother.
If I were content, I would still be
living in my father’s house sleeping
and waiting for pocket money. I
live my own life.
Joanne: How would you say
you have helped people during
this covid/ quarantine season?
Saumu: I want to give hope
and connect skilled people to the
right jobs. The Hotel industry has
suffered in this season and the project
which I am working on will see many
people get the financial help they
need.
As for the people living in the streets,
I started an initiative where I buy food
for the people living on the streets. This
corona period.
Joanne: Parting shot.
Saumu: My purpose in this world is to help
people. If we leave this world, we will leave
it with nothing. I hope my children can take
a part of my heart to help. You do not
need a lot of money to help, start with
what you can. You do not need a team
cheering you to give. Do it because
there is someone out there that
needs your help. God is watching
all of us.
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By Brenda Mumbi

T

he Corona virus pandemic has had an impact on every sector of
our daily lives. One of the principles that have emerged throughout this pandemic is that most of the traditional ideas that were
ingrained in us through education from our early years will not help us
survive these trying times. Therefore, this article will examine some of
the harsh lessons that we have learned throughout this pandemic and
how this challenge the traditional ideas we have been taught.
The first lesson is tech is the future. The businesses that adapted their operations to embrace technology have been able to
operate outside their physical office spaces. Furthermore, they
were able to mitigate against massive job losses. Who would have
thought that working from home or working outside the office would
be the norm? We were sold the idea that getting a corner office was
the ultimate dream. However, now a job that only requires an internet
connection and a PC is the kind of job that will survive this pandemic.
The second lesson is that some of the traditional careers or positions
are increasingly becoming redundant especially if they don’t adapt
to technology. This does not apply to the medical field because
we will always need doctors. But then this takes the pressure off
so many people to pursue careers that they may not like just
because they are ‘respectable’ or because they ‘earn a lot of
money’. Follow your dreams child. All the lawyers, engineers or
economists either faced job losses, reduced salaries or had to
adapt their jobs to embrace different roles. On the other side,
the social media influencers and people who learned coding and set up online businesses are thriving in these times.
Since traditional jobs are facing redundancy, the idea
that a job with a title offers you security should be thrown
out of the window. The only thing that is certain during
these uncertain times is that -no one’s job safe, not the
CEO’s, not your boss’ and not even yours. Therefore,
adapt and develop your skills so that you can create
your own title and have better job security. In these
times, all bets are off. So start that YouTube channel,
learn coding or start that blog, because it may be
that one thing that helps you survive this pandemic.
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CHOOSING
TO BE
OPEN
MINDED
DURING
A CLOSED
TIME
BY NORMAN MUNGE

T

ruth has no mask. It wears no make-up
and never tries being pretty. The unfolding
events this year are devastating. It’s like
someone woke up Hitler to seek vengeance.
The truth is that Covid is here. Our new world.
It has signed off a contract with Satan to take
a few lives a day; talk about meeting objectives. But there’s a lifeline, God’s way of justice
— time. Time hears no pleas, it’s stubborn and
abides to its own law.
Post covid is scary. Mostly, I’ve been jamming
to tunes like K-Jones’ ‘Tuma kitu’ since my mobile
wallet is dry. Being broke lets you try this smart
thing like calling ‘Mpesa’ your wallet (don’t ask
where the real one is). I’ve been insomniatic
with thoughts grazing through tiny segments of
my brain. Apparently, poverty doesn’t blend

well with sleep. When you’re broke, you do
weird shit. I found myself in an entanglement
with a fly. One that buzzed around with such
pizzazz you’d think it was paid. Rather than
play its tango, I skillfully squashed it with a single
smash like some kung fu black belt guru. I ended up with thoughts of being ‘the’ bug guy with
some catchy slogan like “Chape Ilale” — excuse
my thoughts.
Things have been tough. All that time spent
adapting takes a toll. I’ve found comfort and joy
in checking up on closed ones. I sense the gears
are shifting as positivity looms in the air like the
Israelites’ manna. Being human, the fear of the
unknown is frightening. It tingles your spine and
teases your mind into not achieving its potential.
But fear is a choice. Also, quoting Will Smith,
“You realize that the point of maximum danger
is the point of minimum fear”. This too shall pass!
Hang in there!
Instagram: norman_munge
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Quarantunes
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Bruce Melodie

Utawezana
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Baby I’m Jealous
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Beamer (Bad Boys)
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Jerusalema
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Know You
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